TORSION-EFFUSION STUDY OF THE VAPOR PRESSURE . , AND HEAT OF SUBLIMATION OF GALLIUM
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•. Munir and Alan w.·. Seatcy ~- 
. ·.•;. log P = 5. 5458 -(13 743/T) in that tempera- . :. showed that gallium reacted with quartz, giving a considerable concentra· ./.<. · ·. tion of Ga 2 0(g) abc;>ve assoc. This evidence suggested that the reported . , gallium vapor ~ressures might be too high. To clarify the situation.
. .' . ~ -. that the previous studies in quartz cells were in error because there-'. ' ~:s a t~st of the apparatus, the vapor pressure of tin was red~ter-:': '
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Constants for the two sets of cells used and for the torsion wire are ~U:m..: .
. marized in Table I accurate measurement and these data were not used in subsequent · calculations.
The heat of sublimation .AH was determined by using both the , . · . tion by Schulz has shown that Eqo (1) can be used up to pressures fo:
which the ratio of mean-free-path to orifice diameter becomes unity. analysis of the results ~f the two studies made with silica effusion cells
The possibility of errors that could make the apparent pressures' : ,, of the present investigation higher than the true pressures by a factor of · four will be discussed; and then evidence for the possibility; of error in the work of Cochran and Foster will be examined. The possibility that gaseous products of some reaction of gallium · -~ with the graphite of the effusion cell were formed in significant concentra-·i' ·! tion is disproved by the mass spectrometer ~tudy by Drowart and Honig pressure of tin with two different wires that had torsion constants which .
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. ' . Gallium is more volatile than tin and less volatile than silver.
. ' ,
The heat of sublimation for gallium calculated from the Cochran and
.·"
.. · · Foster data can be expected. to be subject to a systematic error in pres 1 -· . . , • . . \1.,. , ... ' · occur. in silica Knudsen cells is much smaller than the surface provided . :·,~:
for reaction by the coarse silica powder added to the cells in _the experi-· :
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